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The report calls for the 
formulation of a standing 
international decision-process 
for timely deflection/mitigation 
actions re impact threatening 
NEOs

What?
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Basic Logic

� We have an early early-warning program 
alerting us to NEO impact threats

� We have the technical capability, with 
adequate early warning, to deflect 
threatening NEOs 

� We need to have an in-place 
international decision-making system to 
insure timely action



> 1,000,000
Total by 
~2020

> 300,000
Tunguska
or larger



Kinetic Impact

Pushes the asteroid via 
direct impact

Current Deflection Capability

Gravity Tractor

Pulls the asteroid using 
mutual gravity as a tow-rope



2009 - Risk Corridor for Apophis





2020 - Risk Corridors for NEOs of 
Concern (hypothetical)



What does it 
say?

Identifies and addresses 
functional requirements to 
address the challenge; not 
institutional design

Primary recommendations;
- Information, analysis and 
warning – a network

- Mission planning and operations
- Mission authorization and oversight
- Ultimate sanctioning authority – the UN Security Council





Critical Questions (Sample)

� Who will issue warnings to evacuate a predicted impact point? 
� Based on what information?  
� How will the public react if there are conflicting predictions?  
� What deflection technologies exist and who approves their use?
� Who accepts liability if an asteroid deflection doesn’t work?  
� Who decides that it’s acceptable to 
temporarily increase the risk to some 
people in order to eliminate it for 
everyone?  
� What is the biggest asteroid we can 
safely decide to ignore?  
� Who pays to deflect an asteroid?
� What does such a mission cost?  
� Who should deflect an incoming 
asteroid?  
� Will two space agencies decide to 
take conflicting actions?


